
Year 9 Art Spring Term Summary Grid 

Learning Aim: To extend and refine techniques, skills and processes using a wider range of media in preparation for the GCSE Course. To further develop their 

understanding of the GCSE taxonomy for assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are we 
learning 

Knowledge Skills and Understanding Mastery Resources 

One point 
perspective 

How one point perspective can be used to improve 
accuracy and realism, 
How depth and distance can be created through use of 
perspective. 

Students select an appropriately challenging vanishing point. Shapes are draw 
accurately with some complex shapes. Orthogonal lines are drawn gently with 
an aim to be removed. 
Tone and blending shows a refined and high skill level 

PPT 
Plain paper 
Rulers examples. 

2 point 
perspective 

The difference between 1 and 2 point perspective. 
How depth and distance can be created through use of 
perspective. 
 

Students choose 2 suitable vanishing points and can confidently draw their 
buildings using light pencil work. Buildings are characterised through accurate 
drawings of roofs, windows etc. Fine liner used and orthogonals erased. 
Shading and detail added accurately. 

PPT 
Work sheets  
Rulers 
Examples 

Artist response - 
written 

How and where to research and what to look for. 
That individual opinions in Art are important, relevant 
and can inform our own ideas. 
To respond to work using a visual language and own 
choice of media and techniques. 
To analyse artwork and use this information to inform 
own ideas. 

Students describe and analyse the visual elements in detail and in their own 
words. Students show an appreciation of how and why the work was 
produced. Students explain how the work / artist can influence their own 
ideas and sensibly and confidently give opinions with reasons. 
Student create their own version in a highly skilled way showing they are not 
just going to copy but interpret and adjust from the original 

Artists work 
Computers for research. 
Examples of presentation. 
Media for visual response. 
Analysis and response question 
sheets to support notes. 

Artist response-
visual 

Artwork analysis 

Watercolour and 
biro methods 

How others work can be used to inspire their own 
ideas and methods. 
How colour tone and watercolour technique can be 
used to communicate a particular effect. 
To apply the correct watercolour technique and build 
tone using layers, salt and then detail and texture 
through biro / fineliner. 

Students use the correct quantity of water to paint to achieve a similar effect 
to the artist. They allow paint to dry between layers and understand the effect 
using salt can achieve. 
Students confidently transfer their images of a buildings into watercolour and 
biro experimental studies. 

Paper 
Watercolours 
Brushes water pots 
Examples, Student HWs. 

Fineliner v 
Charcoal 
techniques 

Students explore the work of Stephen Wiltshire and 
how e draws from memory. 
Learn to use drawing for a different purpose and apply 
methods used by others. 
Students consider line, shape and texture in their 
drawings 

Students can identify specific strategies to help them draw from memory. 
Students understand the constraints of 2 different media, they can explain the 
similarities and differences and give reasons for choices they have made. 
Students work shows effective use markmaking to create texture detail and 
tonal contrast.  
 

Paper – different sorts and 
sizes. 
Charlcoal, fine liner, chalk. 
Examples 
Video and PPT 
Text and Read - reduce task. 

Collage and print 
processes 

Develop a knowledge of different printing methods 
and how these can be used to communicate ideas in a 
quick and repetitive way. How print is used in creative 
industries. 

Students show a clear understanding of the planning needed to create an 
effective print. They take on board all tips and techniques and choose ideal 
surfaces, collage materials and designs to print on and from. Prints and mark 
making on poly print / lino show a range of tones. Prints are then worked over 
using other materials. 

Printing equipment 
Collage papers 
Poly print 
Oil pastels and other media 


